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 What is D.A.R.E.S
D.A.R.E.S is an innovative approach to teaching computing which encourages pupils to be critical thinkers, problems 
solvers and computational thinkers while creating purposeful content to demonstrate how learning can be applied 
across the wider curriculum.

Through these projects, pupils are able to deepen their knowledge of computing by applying it to solve problems and 
create content.  These may take place in computing lessons over a half term with any spare lessons used for word 
processing or e-safety. This will then allow pupils to apply these creative ideas more regularly across the curriculum. 
We do not want to make these projects too prescriptive as we know some classes may need some more time to 
complete different elements. As teachers, you will know the ability of your class so please feel free to change or 
adapt these ideas to fit the ability of your class.

The stages which can be adapted into lessons are as follows:

D - Design: Pupils start to discuss the desired outcome for their project and are given time to tinker with the 
software before planning what they will do to achieve their outcome.
A - Apply: Pupils are given the opportunity to create, make and produce content using the app or software 
explored in the Design lesson(s)
R - Refine: Pupils spend time considering ways to modify and improve their projects to get the best results 
possible.
E - Evaluate: Upon completing their desired outcome, pupils are given the opportunity to reflect and consider how 
effectively they have achieved their goal.
S - Share: Learners are given the opportunity to publish and exhibit their work to the world embedding skills from 
the Digital Literacy curriculum.
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 Objectives Covered
The following objectives will be covered in this unit from the knowledge progression document 
available on MrPICT.com

Strand

Computational Thinking

● I know how to decompose a design or code to focus on specific parts
● I know how to use abstraction to hide complexity in my design or code
● I know how to recognise and make use of patterns in my design and code
● I know how to critically evaluate my work and suggest improvements

Coding/Programming

● I know how to use a range of sequence, selection and repetition 
commands to implement my design

● I know how to identify the need for, and work with, variables
● I know how to create procedures to hide complexity in programs
● I know how to critically evaluate my work and suggest improvements

Key Vocabulary Generalisation, pattern, reuse, modify, remix, critical, procedure, abstraction, 
conditional loop, logic, operator, implement
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 What is needed:
Pupils will create their project in Scratch https://scratch.mit.edu/ which can either be accessed 
online (pupils will need accounts to save their work) or installed on a school’s system. 
The following programs are used in the tinkering element of the Design stage of this project:

● Controlling Sprites https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501839343/
● Evil Characters  https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/502309085/
● Collecting Objects https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501840786/
● Timers and scores https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501852993/
● Interacting with a background https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501843243/

Watch this ‘Introduction to Scratch’ video if required. 

You may choose to pair pupils to complete this project, as ‘paired programming’ can be an effective 
way to support pupils’ learning. One pupil acts as the ‘driver’ controlling the mouse and inputs to 
the computer whilst the other ‘navigates’ instructing them what to do. Pupils then regularly swap 
roles. 
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 Design
Tinker Time
The following 5 simple Scratch files illustrate how different ‘ideas’ typically found in games can be coded in 
Scratch. Give pupils time to tinker with a range of these and lead a discussion as a class to explore what 
pupils have discovered. A set of general question prompts appear below to support this discussion. 

Controlling Sprites https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501839343/
Evil Characters  https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/502309085/
Collecting Objects https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501840786/
Timers and scores https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501852993/
Interacting with a background https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501843243/

Tinker Time questions
● What happens when the program is run?
● How might this be used in a game? 
● How can you modify the code to change what happened? 
● How/where has the code used repetition, selection or variables?

Encourage pupils to identify key constructs in the code, particularly the use of variables.  

Repetition Selection

Variables
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 Design
The structure of this project is designed to afford pupils the creativity to come up with 
their own game ideas but within a framework based on the ideas in the Scratch files they 
have just tinkered with. As such, provide pupils a specification their designs:

Your game should include:
- A main character 
- At least one evil character
- Items to collect and items to avoid 
- A scoring mechanism

Encourage pupils to think about the playability of their game. How will they make it 
interesting to play? What theme will it have? 

An example design is included in this DARES 
resource and the game file for this completed game 
can be accessed here: 
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/502368136/
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My Project Plan
What Will I Be Creating? What Will I Need?

What Am I Going To Do?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My Own Steps For Success

What is your key content? Who is your audience? Decompose your project down to think about the different 
software, apps or resources you will need. 

What are the steps in completing your project - the algorithm for the overall project?

How will you know if you’ve been successful? 



Example My Project Plan
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What Will I Be Creating? What Will I Need?

What Am I Going To Do?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My Own Steps For Success

What is your key content? Who is your audience? Decompose your project down to think about the different 
software, apps or resources you will need. 

What are the steps in completing your project - the algorithm for the overall project?

How will you know if you’ve been successful? 

I am creating a game in Scratch for other pupils my 
age to play. The game will include a main character, 
evil characters, things to collect and avoid and a timer.    

● Scratch running on a PC or tablet
● Pen and paper for my design

1. Create a design for my game including an algorithm describing the rules of how it is played  
2. Use my design and algorithm to code my game 
3. Run and play my game and debug it if required 
4. Evaluate mine and other pupils’ games

1. I can design my game including my algorithm 
2. I can use my design to code my game 
3. I can debug my game 
4. I can evaluate my game



My Project Design
Draw a design for your game including what your main character (sprite) will look like and what they’ll collect:  

Player’s character

Items to collect

Write the algorithm for what will happen when the main sprite collects the 
items: 

Time player has:



My Project Design - Example
Draw a design for your platform game including what your main character (sprite) will look like and what they’ll collect:  

Player’s character Items to collectGame setting design

Write the algorithm which describes how the game is played: Time player has: 30 
seconds

Evil character

The player’s character is controlled by the arrow keys. The evil character chases the 
player’s character. There are 4 leaves which appear and disappear for random 
amounts of time. 

When the player’s character touches a leaf you get a point. If the evil character 
touches you you lose your points. 

You have 30 seconds to get as many points as possible.   



 Apply
Provide sufficient time for pupils to create their Scratch games from their 
designs. If required, encourage pupils to refer back to the tinkering Scratch 
files to explore what and how code might be used to program the various 
parts of their game. 

Controlling Sprites https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501839343/
Evil Characters  https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/502309085/
Collecting Objects https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501840786/
Timers and scores https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501852993/
Interacting with a background 
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/501843243/

Encourage pupils to regularly test their games and debug them as required. 
Recap this video on debugging techniques if required.

Lead a discussion with pupils to explore where they will need to use 
variables? If pupils have multiple items to collect in their game, how could they 
use the duplicate tool in Scratch to save time? 

Encourage pupils to regularly refer to their designs as they implement these as 
code. 
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 Refine
Give pupils time to play each other’s games and lead a discussion to explore ideas on how they 
could refine and improve their games. Encourage pupils to think about how the could improve the 
playability of their games. 

Here are some potential of ideas. 

● Could you make the game two player? 
● Could you add more evil sprites?
● Could you make the evil sprites travel quicker?
● Could you add sounds to make the game more fun?
● Could you change the size of the characters to make the game easier or harder? 

Give pupils time to refine their project using a couple of the ideas they have come up with. 
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 Evaluate
Give pupils time to play each others’ games  (you may choose to share some with the class) and 
compare these with their project plan and design. 

Ask pupils to complete the self evaluation form to assess how well they believe they have met the 
objectives of the project. Encourage a selection of pupils to share what they believe worked well 
and how they would change/improve things if they were to complete the project again. 

‘Beat the Bugs’

Lead a discussion with pupils to reflect on and evaluate how 
they found and fixed any bugs in their programs. What 
techniques did they use? Why were they successful? Are 
there any patterns in the bugs pupils encountered. 

You might want to create ‘Beat the Bugs’ working display 
that keeps track of ‘common’ bugs and effective ways to fix 
them!
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My Computing Project Evaluation
What Was I Trying to Achieve?

How Effective Was My Project?

What Did I Do Well?

What Will I Improve Next Time?

What Challenged Me and How Did I Deal With 
It?

0        1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10



 Share
If pupils have created their Scratch projects online, these can easily be shared using the link on the 
project’s page                The link simply needs to be copied and then can be shared as a link, or 
embedded so the project appears within other web pages. 

You may be choosing to share pupils projects using: 

Seesaw - MrPICT.com/Seesaw
Google Classroom - https://www.mrpict.com/blog/mr-tullocks-guide-to-google-classroom

In uploading their work, it is important to make links to the Digital Literacy Objectives from the 
Progression Document. 
Ask questions such as:
Why do we want to upload this?
What personal information are we sharing?
Who will be able to see this work? 
Will this affect our online reputation in a positive or negative way?

If you want to share the children’s work beyond Seesaw to a blog or social media platform, explain 
to the children what you are doing and why.  Again, use this as an opportunity to re-enforce some of 
the messages from the digital literacy curriculum.

Please feel free to tweet @ICT_MrP with your examples and we will feature them on the 
MrPICT.com/showcase page.
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